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Letter from the editor in chief
Dear Readers,
First of all, I will attempt to keep this letter short and sweet and simple. This
magazine isn't about me. It's about sharing the work of artists and writers,
whether emerging or established.
This magazine features poems, essays, short stories, and artwork that show
the human experience. It is full of joy and sorrow. More importantly, the work
is vulnerable. Creating these pieces was no easy feat for our contributors. I
hope you enjoy this work as much as I do.
Producing this magazine wasn't easy either. I didn't know if anyone would
believe in my vision, but so many people have supported this magazine.
Thank you. I also want to say thank you to my fellow editors, all of you are
incredibly dedicated and I appreciate you so much.
I want to thank #bsuenglish. Without you, I wouldn't have the skills or guts
needed to edit, design, and promote this publication. Shoutout to some of
my favorite profs: Lyn Jones, Jeff Spanke, Cathy Day, Silas Hansen, Mark
Neely, and Jill Christman. Shoutout to some of my favorite colleagues (and
dare I say it) friends: Olivia Hershman, Rachel Haywood, literally everyone
in English 395, Briar Woods, and many other people who have struggled
alongside me as we've done the college thing together.
One last note: be brave. Write the things that hurt. Write the things that
make you beam with joy. Do the things that scare the hell out of you. Dream
big and don't apologize. Take up space. Love yourself and other people. It's
worth it, I promise.
Audrey Bowers, EIC
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BURGESS
There’s a sick and twisted irony in this. On the morning of 1 October,
2017, I had the audacity to call myself a writer. That very night, my
town was ripped apart. The city of lights, dimmed. But what
happened in Las Vegas will not stay in Las Vegas this time. The
stem of evil and arrogance responsible for the worst mass shooting
in our nation’s history has deep roots, and violence has never been
outrun for long. What psalms or phrases, what songs or poems, can
possibly reach us here tonight? But still, by some amazing grace, I
believe in the music of words.
Guns are tools of violence designed to injure, harm, kill. Words, too,
have the capacity to assault. A stinging rebuke might, like that
burning bullet, report riotously through the air and propel brutally
through blood and bone. But words were not designed to harm. Our
language arose from a need to communicate, to warn, to protect, to
thrive. Together. A gun has one purpose, and its ability to terrorize
can be ended. Words are everlasting. I believe in the permanence of
words.
Last night, a thousand shots rang through the air, briefly muffling the
chimes of liberty. They screeched and cawed through our neon
night; this murder of crows blindly attacking its prey. Listen closely as
the band stops playing and the revelers stop dancing. You’ll hear
firecracker pops silencing the crowd. But not for long. Soon, meeting
the attack are words and arms, hands and hearts, feet pounding
pavement and words, these words: Run. Go. Hide. Get down. Words
of concern, of love, of caution and care. I believe in the power of
words.
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“Look for the helpers,” said a kindly neighbor, once, who held our
hands through a black and terrible night. “You will always find people
who are helping.” One madman with far too many weapons lay siege
to a joyful crowd and quieted it for a moment. But when the din of
gunfire ceased and the smell of iron was swept away, then on the
winds and in the whispers of the Las Vegas valley, the silence was
overwhelmed. The city’s brief stillness was stirred by the words of
helpers: Where are you? I’m coming. What do you need? I’m here.
Where can I donate? Don’t give up. The shots slowed. The terror
ended. The words propel us forward. And I believe in the promise of
words.
59 dead. 500 injured. Their voices stalled, stifled, stopped: But their
memories will speak louder and ring truer and sing higher than the
machine that so unthinkingly, so desperately and deliberately
endeavored to mute their remarkable tones. The words they leave
behind will reverberate through their friends and family, and through
all of us who listen and remember. The chronicle of violence yawns
dreadfully deep through the veins of our humanity, but the language
of kin-folk and brotherhood is even deeper and more profound; it is
steeped in the saga of friendship and fellowship, and its spine is a
pillar of words that will not bend and will not break. I believe in the
strength of words.
I looked into my students’ eyes today, each and every one. Staring
back at me were expressions of the same ancient, eerie echoes of
shock and sadness, confusion and despair. Words are my passion
and my livelihood, I told them, but there are none for days like these.
And yet that admission opened the floodgates. Their words, spoken,
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became light in an unfathomable darkness, and we anchored
ourselves to them together. Answers were unimportant in the
moment, but they will come someday. I believe in a new generation
of words.
I am just happy to see your faces today. Was it enough to say that,
for now, I wonder? To let them know that I am here, needing to be
seen and heard, and that I can see and hear them there, too? When
the sound of concern for those we love drowns out the noise of fear
and hopelessness, then there is reason to hope, to believe, to carry
on. We reach out and embrace each other, whatever the distance,
with words of compassion and care and community. So, even at my
most reticent, I believe in the symphony of words.

WESTBROOK

consume.
0:00
The height requirement for a woman to be a model is 5’9” – 6’0”. Her
BMI is supposed to be categorized as “underweight”, and her
modeling agency will constantly be telling her to slim down and perk
up. 34" chest, 24" waist and 34" hips. Hourglass. An object. Less than
2% of natural female bodies.
Definitely not you.
Nobody expected you to get accepted into the pageant. Nobody
expected you to win third place in the modeling competition. Nobody
expected you to come in fourth in the state overall. Nobody expected
you to ask the judges why you didn’t win.
Well, you’re just too short.
You’re five feet tall. You’ve never been to a modeling school, you’ve
never been paid for a photoshoot, and you have no idea how to apply
false eyelashes. You can’t contour. Your teeth are too small for your
mouth. You straightened your hair for the competition, while it seemed
like every other girl paid for an up-do. You’re a speck of strawberry
blond on a platinum-and-chestnut industry.

But you still
got accepted,
won third place,
came in fourth in the state.
You are also
too short.
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0:16
“This girlchild was born as usual
and presented dolls that did pee-pee
and miniature GE stoves and irons
and wee lipsticks the color of cherry candy.
Then in the magic of puberty, a classmate said:
You have a great big nose and fat legs.”

You’re sitting, picking at your fast food sandwich. Your best friend
swallows his bite, bets you that you won’t be able to get paid for a
modeling job before your twenty-second birthday. He bets you
$1,000. You shake on it.
Why don’t you think I’d be able to do it?
You just don’t really have a look a lot of people would pay for.
0:35
“She was healthy, tested intelligent,
possessed strong arms and back,
abundant sexual drive and manual dexterity.
She went to and fro apologizing.
Everyone saw a fat nose on thick legs.”
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47% of girls between the ages of ten and eighteen want to lose
weight because of magazine pictures they have seen.
69% of the same group of girls said magazine pictures influenced
their idea of the perfect body.
Your mom found your document of how much you had eaten that
week. A neatly organized and very specific list. In one column, the
food item itself, the next column, the amount you ate, and the last,
an estimation of the calories consumed with that food item. You
were in eighth grade.
Why?
I don’t know, my friend is doing it, too.
You aren’t your friend. And you do not need to be doing this to
yourself.
you do not need to be doing this to yourself
you do not need to be doing this
you do not need to be
you do not need
At least 30 million people of all ages and genders suffer from an
eating disorder in the U.S.
Every 62 minutes, at least one person dies as a direct result from
an eating disorder.
Your partner told you they were anorexic. Your partner couldn’t ever
get themselves to feel okay enough to deserve a glass of milk. Your
partner is an athlete, someone using a lot of calories, someone
needing sustenance. You cry. They cry.
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You go over to their house the next day with a half-gallon of 2% milk.
This is a start, you tell each other.
You will not be the one that starts the 62 minutes over again. The
start to a very long process of rebuilding your trust in yourself. You
deserve this, you tell your partner.
You forget to tell yourself.
0:54
“She was advised to play coy,
exhorted to come on hearty,
exercise, diet, smile and wheedle.
Her good nature wore out
like a fan belt.
So she cut off her nose and her legs
and offered them up.”
0.9% of American women suffer from anorexia in their lifetime.
Hypergymnasia is an anorexic eating disorder characterized by
excessive and compulsive exercise. It is a fraction of the 0.9%.
And you had no idea that existed before you came to college.
And you had no idea the irony of your partner telling you two years
prior about their anorexia. They told you in the hotel workout room.
Everything you eat sits like bad milk in your stomach until you work
out. Everything you eat depends on when the last time you exercised
was or when the next time you will be able to exercise is.
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Every thought in your head revolves and spins and cycles through and
through and over and under
thigh gap muscles but not too many muscles that’s not feminine thigh
gap flat stomach big butt toned up but not too toned why did you eat
that why did you eat why are you studying instead of at the gym the
books will not give you what you want what do you want thigh gap flat
stomach flat toned big small
everything to
nothing
The space you take up is shrinking.
You are shrinking.
1.5% of American women suffer from bulimia nervosa in their lifetime.
Nearly 1 in 10 bulimia patients have a substance abuse disorder,
usually alcohol.
Your friends go out again. You go, too. The third or fourth night this
week. The night blurred together, but you’re alone in your apartment
finally. You think about how you haven’t had any time to work out
recently from trying to balance school and social life.
Pull your hair back before you get vomit in it. You know you want to
vomit. You know it will make you feel better.
At least you can blame this on the drinking again.
1:02

“In the casket displayed on satin she lay
with the undertaker's cosmetics painted on,
a turned-up putty nose,
dressed in a pink and white nightie.
Doesn't she look pretty? everyone said.
Consummation at last.
To every woman a happy ending.”
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Every 62 minutes, at least one person dies as a direct result from an
eating disorder.
If it isn’t obvious yet, you are not restarting the 62 minutes either.
At least, you haven’t restarted it yet.
you haven’t restarted it yet
you haven’t restarted
you can restart
you
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MCLEOD

Returns and Exchanges
My life felt as though it was designed for someone else. I
certainly wouldn’t have chosen it had I known what it would be like.
Everything I attempted collapsed into disaster; even my hobbies.
School had been fraught - I struggled with learning and couldn't
compensate with any outstanding athletic ability. I had no career,
having failed at everything I tried, so I spent my days folded into the
couch and staring at the blank wall in front of me. The few relationships
I'd attempted had been houses of cards, falling at the slightest breath. I
was crushingly, desperately lonely; I struggled with making friends, and
I had no family. It felt as though the world was a box, a full box where
everything had a space just right, but there wasn't space for me. Still, I
was surprised when, at the end of another taxing session, my therapist
leant back in her seat and pushed her hands back through her mousy
hair, ending with her fingers clasped behind her head.
“You really hate your life that much?” she asked.
“There is nothing about this life,” I answered bitterly, “that is even
close to right for me. It’s like I’ve been given the wrong one. It doesn’t
fit,” I fretted. “I don't fit.” She looked across at me for a long time. Then
she reached into a drawer I had never seen opened. After rummaging
about through what looked like receipts and rubbish, she pulled a
business card from the detritus and handed it to me.
I took the card and balanced it between my fingers, studying it. In
the centre were the words LIFE Management. Then, under that, in
much smaller writing, exchanges and alterations. Printed along the
bottom edge of the card was an address in a street not known for
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anything. I flipped the card over, surprised by the quality of the stock.
On the back was printed the name Kristos Clementos. Tiny text along
the bottom edge, below the name, said refunds considered only in
extreme circumstances.
I looked up at my therapist.
“Is this what I think it is?”
“Yes. I give these, sparingly, to the people I can’t help.”
“How many have there been?”
“Including you? Three.”
At least I wasn't the only lost cause.
#
I hesitated in front of the building. It felt like it wasn’t really there, as
though if I didn't have the card in my hand, walking slowly down the
street and counting numbers, I wouldn’t see it or know it at all. It didn’t
resemble an office; more a small townhouse, with a rusted wrought iron
fence. Maybe that’s why it felt invisible. Like my current life, it didn’t fit.
Walking through the gate felt like an irreversible step. I looked down
again at the card. Exchanges. Alterations. This Kristos Clementos could
be my salvation. I had no choice. The gate left ferrous marks on my
hand as I pushed it open.
#
The foyer was cool and dark, like a noir film. A fan twirled lazily on
the ceiling, making windmills of light and shadow on the floor and walls.
I approached the desk, which was staffed by a gentleman for whom
‘crisp’ seemed a perfect descriptor. I read his name tag. Michael.
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“Kristos Clementos, please.”
“Be seated. Mr Kristos will be with you momentarily.” The ends of
his words broke off, like icicles on a handrail.
“Don’t you need to take my name? Date of birth? Medical
history?” I’d seen enough doctors. I knew the score.
Michael looked at me like a winter snowfall.
“Mr Kristos already has all the information he needs.”
I stepped back and flopped down into a soft leather chair. It wrapped
itself around me like a lover. I wondered whether there would be any
soft leather chairs in my new life.
#
I’m not sure how long I sat there, soothed by that leather chair.
My mind, quietened by my imminent release from the prison of my
existence, was a skiff cast adrift on a lake; it bobbed with no clear
direction. I was jerked from my reverie by the movement of a large door
opening, and the appearance of a man. Kristos Clementos. My saviour.
He appraised me over the top of his glasses.
“I’ve been expecting you. Please, come in.”
His office felt like an old library, or an academic’s office. The walls
were lined with dark wood bookcases, each shelf straining under the
weight of its leather bound contents. What little cool light there was
didn’t quite seem to reach the corners, giving the room a perplexing
feeling of not-quite-ending. Kristos Clementos sat down at his desk, an
oak behemoth made to appear all the larger due its its complete
emptiness. Not an inbox, not a pen, no stray papers. A clean slate. He
sat with his back against the backrest and pressed the tips of his fingers
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together, making a little temple, over the top of which he gazed steadily
at me.
He was not what I expected, but exactly what I expected, at the
same time. A shortish man, with long hair tied back, he first reminded
me of my grandfather; yet he couldn’t have been more than about 35
years old. His wire-rimmed glasses, fashionable about 30 years ago,
perfectly matched his awful polyester shirt-pants-tie combo. The shirt
even had short sleeves. The whole ensemble seemed at odds with
someone so young. And yet, as he sat there appraising me, there was a
definite aura of power about him, of wisdom, of knowing and being
known. He felt like a man who could help me. If I could convince him to.
I lowered myself into the chair opposite his, grateful for the bulk of
the desk sitting between us, a buffer between my fragile spirit and
Kristos’s immense aura. And I waited for this quiet man to tell me how
he was going to fix my mess of a life.
#
“Lauren,” he said after a three minute eternity, “welcome.”
“Hi.” Awkward. Something else I disliked about myself.
He continued to gaze over his fingertips at me and I continued to squirm
under his scrutiny. Seconds ticked past endlessly. He spoke again.
“I understand you find your life intolerable.” His voice was smooth
like rich hot chocolate, and his demeanour and tone were gentle. All the
demons that haunted my past reared their ugly heads again, fighting for
space in my consciousness. Seeing all the wrongness in my life in one
frame made my eyes well. Mute with pain, I nodded.
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“And am I correct in my belief that you would like some kind of
alteration or exchange?” he continued.
I found my voice.
“Yes. Please. I have a list here…” I pulled a crumpled piece of
paper from my pocket. Since I found out about Kristos Clementos I had
carried around this scrap of paper, scribing everything that was wrong
with my life and how it could change for the better. I held the piece of
paper out to him in trembling fingers. He read it carefully, then raised
his eyes to mine again.
“Well,” he said, “much of this seems appropriate. All the things
you wish to change are elements of your life that are beyond your
control. I’m sure we can find a combination of exchanges and
alterations that will suit.” He paused. “Naturally, the standard
disclaimer applies.”
“Disclaimer?”
"Of course.” He leant back in his chair, and his liquid dark eyes
met my powder blue ones. “Every transaction of this nature has a
disclaimer.” He took a form and a pen from his desk drawer and slid
them across to me.
#
LIFE Management suggests all applicants consider very
carefully the implications of their requests for exchanges and
alterations. While we can implement exchanges and alterations as
requested, we have limited control over how these manifest in the
applicant’s life, and the flow-on effects of the initial exchange or
alteration. This is largely due to the free will of all humans.
The following are standard exclusions and will not form part of
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any exchange or alteration: LIFE Management will not perform any
exchange or alteration that infringes on the free will of any third party.
LIFE Management will not perform further alterations or exchanges
where an applicant is unsatisfied with the results of their initial request,
where the unsatisfactory result is caused by the applicant’s failure to
fully consider the implications of their decision.
The undersigned applicant has read and agrees to the terms above,
and has had any questions answered to their satisfaction by the
undersigned LIFE Management representative.
Signed:____________________ (applicant).
Signed: ____________________ Kristos Clementos for LIFE
Management
Date: ___________________
#
I was now less sure this was what I wanted.
“Give me an example,” I said.
“An example?” repeated Kristos.
“Yes. Tell me about a time when someone’s alteration didn’t turn
out they way they hoped.”
“Sadly it happens more often than I would like.”
And he seemed truly saddened, not just saying the words with a veneer
of false regret.
#
Carol was a woman well into her thirties. She had a string of
broken relationships behind her stretching back to what she determined
as the single greatest mistake in her life. As a young woman she’d
been
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in a relationship with a man named Gordon, who adored her. But she
left him, thinking she could do better. Walked away from him and left
him standing in the street with a splintered heart. Fifteen years and
countless emotional train wrecks later, she found herself in therapy
digging up her biggest regret. She thought she’d made the biggest
mistake of her life, leaving him. She never got over it and it coloured
all her relationships afterward. Her alteration request was to have
stayed. It was complex. There were significant background checks, to
determine whether at that point in time he wanted to stay with her - we
couldn’t go back there unless he would have chosen to stay with her
too. But everything checked out so back she went. And it was
beautiful. She felt loved and adored again. He lavished her with gifts,
bought her dream house, gave her two beautiful children. Of course,
all that costs money. He’s not from a wealthy family; he’s a self made
man. His work hours can be...unpredictable. But she has to live with
that of course. It’s in the conditions.”
“What does he do?”
“Contract killing.”
#
A tendril of doubt took root. That was not the happy ending I
was anticipating. But nothing like that could happen to me.
Could it?
“What about my list? Is there something that’s on my list that
you’ve dealt with before?”
Kristos carefully scanned my crumpled piece of paper again, then
looked back up at me. The weight of his gaze eased my fears.
“Several, actually.”
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“Tell me about one. Find one where you’ve done the exact same
thing and tell me what happened.”
Kristos leaned back again into his chair. It creaked, and rustled like a
child fidgeting with anticipation.
“You are lonely and struggle with friendships, and you wish your
parents had given you a sibling.” Again, his fingers templed as his
eyes fixed on a small patch of nothing on the desk. “The desire to have
someone love us unconditionally is a common one, Lauren. This is
especially so of those for whom the original sources of unconditional
love - their parents - have passed away.” Like yours, his unspoken
words hung between us. “Or for those whose parents were, for
whatever reason, unable to love adequately. What many forget is that
the bond of unconditional love must be reciprocal in order to avoid
dysfunction. All parties need to love, but must also be ultimately
loveable. Consider what you know about the nature of humanity.”
#
“Jack’s relationship with his parents was the bedrock he built his
life on. When they passed away, Jack was crushed. He felt there was
nobody else who truly understood him the way they did. He’d been an
only child, his parents’ whole world. He dearly wished he had a
brother; someone else who understood the world the same way, who
looked through the same lens. His parents had wanted another child,
so everything was approved, and Jack became a twin. The impact was
immediate. Of course, Jack’s parents weren’t able able to give him as
much attention as a twin as he’d gotten when he was an only child. He
coped remarkably well with that. Sadly, his brother did not. Jeremy
grew up resentful, and believing Jack was favoured by their parents.
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After they passed, Jack felt responsible for his brother, and did his best
to keep Jeremy on an honourable path. The sibling bond Jack was
expecting wasn’t there. Instead of supporting each other, Jeremy railed
against a world populated by people he felt were out to get him; and
Jack, wracked with a guilt he couldn’t quite place, spent his days bailing
Jeremy out of jail in return for a mouthful of abuse and the privilege of
having his television pawned. In the end though, all Jack’s love wasn’t
enough. Now he visits Jeremy as often as he can.”
“Where is Jeremy?” I could already guess. “The cemetery?”
“Not yet. But soon enough.”
“What?”
“Jeremy is on death row.”
#
The tendril of doubt unfurled as I realised there was much more to
this than I thought. I needed to seriously consider all the ways in which
this could go wrong, and weigh those potential catastrophes against my
current life. I thought this process would be simple - take all the horrors
of my current existence and switch them out for better days. But it was
complicated in ways I’d never imagined. I didn't want to believe that my
life could be worse than it already was. I felt a rush of shame at my
selfishness. Cheeks hot, I dropped my head and watched my fingers
twist in my lap; then looked up to ask Kristos for some time to think. A
small smile was already dancing on his lips. Then I understood. He
knew. He knew it all; he’d seen the catastrophe of my life, the crushing
pain, the candle of hope that lit the darkness when his card was put into
my hand. Now he saw the seed of doubt sown inside me germinating
and sending tiny shoots up towards the light, and my embarrassment at
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my own naïveté. He knew everything.
“Um,” I had to force the words out of my mouth, “I might need
some time to think before I commit. Is that okay?”
I thought he stifled a chuckle as he pushed back his chair.
“Of course, Lauren. Take all the time you need. I’m not going
anywhere.” We stood and he walked behind me, shepherding me to
the door.
I pulled my purse out of my handbag.
“How much do I owe?”
“We never charge for our services, Lauren.”
“Can I come back?”
“Naturally.”
“Even if I decide not to proceed with any exchanges or
alterations?”
“Of course.” He took my proffered hand and shook it, then
clasped it briefly with both of his. “You are always welcome here,
Lauren.”
I stopped, fingers wrapped around the door handle. I had one more
question.
“Can I ask you something?”
A shadow crossed his face. He knew what was coming.
“What happens with refunds?”
His eyes lost focus again as he retreated inwards and I don’t know
what he saw in his mind but his demeanour suggested immeasurable
sadness and regret. I wasn’t surprised, then, by his answer.
“Refunds, as you know, are considered in only the most
extreme circumstances. Policy restrains me from even discussing a
refund with you unless you have specifically, and with intent,
requested one. And they are almost always declined.” He paused.
“This usually drives people to seek them in other ways.” I watched
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him exhale as his shoulders slumped, and I wondered how many
refunds he’d declined, and how many of those had sought the other
ways.
#
“Well, thanks,” I said, opening the door. “I don’t know what I’ll do
yet. I need to really think.”
“Yes, you do,” smiled Kristos. “Every life altering decision
requires careful thought.”
“Clever wordplay there,” I said wryly. “See you soon.”
I walked through the cool foyer, past icy Michael at his desk. He didn’t
look up as my shadow slid over him. Then I was outside, and the
summer sunlight was blinding, chasing some of the darkness away.

PAGAN

Aislynn
I wrap the black cloak tighter around me as soon as the
snow begins to fall. Snowflakes melt upon my cloak, and I feel its
icy touch sinking through into my skin. Mother notices me
shivering and clasps her icy cold hand around mine. There’s no
warmth in magic, I realize.
Maybe that’s why Aislynn killed herself.
Her ash was left from the cremation. No one yet knows how
she killed herself, but there are some ideas that have circulated.
Some believe she may have tried to bleed herself to death,
though I believe it’s highly improbable because she wouldn’t have
taken the hard way out of this life.
Then again, what do I know? She left us.
Others say that she may have attracted a creature, one who
practiced dark magic, into her midst. It’s a more likely possibility,
but even I never saw Aislynn as the type to venture out. She was
too meek, too quiet, too warm and happy to do that. But she left
us, a quiet voice in my heart reminds me.
Still others suggest that she may have met a human and that they
may have threatened her with death, leading her to kill herself.
But this is definitely unlikely because they went extinct years ago.
So what’s left? Who’s left to blame for Aislynn’s death?
Her.
Her father gathers us in a semi-circle. He stands in the
center. “This is a time of mourning.” His voice doesn’t sound
mournful. I’m not crying either. “Though a dear soul has departed
from our world, we have a duty to guide her into the next world.
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The gods will decide where she shall go next.”
The wind blows, whipping against my cloak. The tears haven’t
crossed my eyes yet. Mother’s hand is like ice, her face still as a
portrait.
“As is customary with all deaths, though rare, we must gather and
toss her ash into the wind.” His words remind me of the last death,
which occurred around a quarter century ago. We don’t die easily. So
how did Aislynn perish? “The gods will take it as our offering of
continued peace and worship.”
He then approaches the urn sitting near him. He reaches in. Hesitates.
It’s the first hint of emotion I’ve seen from him since Aislynn died. He
finally reaches in, pulls out a handful of ash, aims high into the wind,
and thrusts her ash violently into the breeze. We’re silent. He doesn’t
turn back to face us. He stares into the wind, watching the ash dissolve
in mid-air, and the acknowledgment of her death begins to settle over
us.
His wife, Aislynn’s mother, reaches into the urn and then tosses
some of the ash into the wind. The wind howls loudly, and snow strikes
my eyes. I wipe it off quickly, opening my eyes to see that her hand is
now upon her husband’s arm. It’s almost a comforting gesture, yet
eerily silent.
The next person grasps a handful of ash and follows suit, and I’m
immediately in line to toss Aislynn’s ash into the wind. I must have done
something wrong. We must have done something wrong. I don’t know
how else she could have made the decision to let go. She was always
the emotional one. I could never understand how someone could
contain a whole bottle filled with emotions. And on a daily basis? Even
more so. She always tried to hide her emotions from us, always tried to
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be like the rest of us. Maybe those emotions sunk into her after holding
them in too much.
At least that’s what I think.
I’m next in line. I stop before the urn and dig my hand deep inside,
scooping up as much ash as I can. Her ash. The thought is enough to
tingle throughout my body and send shivers down my spine, shivers
not brought on by the cold. I lift my hand, feeling some ash slide
through my fingers and back into the urn. I quickly toss her ash into the
air, and a blast of wind strikes it. Her ash almost immediately vanishes
upon sight. My hood slaps against my cheek until the wind dissipates.
That’s when it really hits me. She’s gone. I can’t change that. Tears
cloud my eyes, and I blink them away quickly. Of all the times emotions
could possibly hit, it hits now, and I still feel the need to keep away the
strong, powerful emotion.
My mother is the last to approach. She grasps the last handful
and thrusts Aislynn’s remaining ash into the wind. The wind catches it
and allows it to float for a while before it, too, vanishes. Mother places
a hand over her heart, silent, before walking away.
I watch as she walks away, while Aislynn’s parents and I still stay,
staring at the wind, never expecting to hold Aislynn’s ash—she who
was always joyous and happy and satisfied and warm and everything
sweet—in my bare hand.
The snow blinds the world around me, and I wonder why, why did
she do it?
—
Classes resumes as usual, and I still think of Aislynn’s death.
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Each day, I swear I see Aislynn’s ghost following me. It haunts
me how it feels like she’s still around. How I heard her dorm room’s
door slam behind me the other day, only to find no one behind me.
How I could hear her own voice echo down the hallways, calling for
me, only to find myself in an empty hallway.
Yet her ghost is enough to propel me to research more about
suicide. Apparently dragons would commit suicide in olden days, but
as a survival tactic so they could avoid another person killing them. Not
exactly useful for me, but at least I know of magical creatures who
would take their lives. Still, I can’t figure out why Aislynn would.
Dragons did it to save themselves, but what would Aislynn be trying to
save? Her life was all right, in some sense.
I begin considering reasons why she would do it, thinking of past
scenarios she may have grown angry or sad about. I can only recall
one specific instance where she was angry at the girl who took her
music notes and used it to get special lessons from a musician. But
that happened ten years ago. Surely Aislynn wouldn’t hold a grudge for
that long... would she? Besides that, I know little of what could have
caused it. Sometimes, I guess, she looked sad. But she always said
nothing was wrong, and so I thought there was nothing wrong.
Besides, Aislynn had never mentioned—not even subtly—her desire to
commit suicide. And we were pretty close friends.
During one of these moments of heading over to one of my
classes, I hear Aislynn’s voice, only to find her nowhere. Before long, I
find myself taking a long walk towards her parents’ home amidst a
snowstorm. By the time I arrive, my cloak is wet with snow, but her
parents welcome me into their home and bring me before a fire to
warm up. They give me a warm cup of cocoa, and I drink it as the
snow whizzes against the windows, threatening to shatter the glass
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that keeps the wind out.
“What brings you here?” Aislynn’s father asks.
I lean back in my seat. “I don’t know.” I don’t want to admit that
Aislynn’s ghost might have been following me around. I can’t even
remember what her ghost had said to me earlier that brought me
here. What was it? Was she actually speaking, or was it the fact
that I felt less emotion that I was going insane in other ways?
Is a faerie going insane even possible?
“Well, you’re welcome in our home,” her mother smiles at me. It
looks akin to my own mother’s smile: cold. They are welcoming and
warm enough to keep me out of the cold, I guess. But it wasn’t like
Aislynn’s warm smile that seemed to ignite something inside each
of us. I never understood it. Aislynn was like the odd one, the one
who could bring some warmth into our lives and make our magic
seem truly magical. It wasn’t like our magic on its own, protecting
us against the hazardous snowy weather and used to enhance our
abilities. She brought something different to it, something warm and
enlightening. But then she was the one to kill herself in cold blood,
an act the rest of us would have never considered.
What happened to the Aislynn I once knew? Or, at least,
thought I knew? If she could take her own life in this way... will one
of my classmates do the same, too? Will they feel the cold seep
into their bones and be gone the next day? I’m not even sure what
to expect from my own life anymore.
“Thank you,” I tell them. “I... I hope you don’t mind, but
could I visit her room? Just one last time, I mean.” I think of her
warmth and how I’d like to feel it once again: the warmth she
brought into each of us somehow. I haven’t been into her room
since we both entered the same boarding school for excelling
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magical beings, which is around five years ago now. Maybe by revisiting her room, I will end up feeling a part of her soul instead of this
cold place.
“Sure,” her father says, scratching the back of his neck. “Why not?”
He and his wife then guide me down the hallway, the familiar bark of
wood marking the walls. I feel it with my palm, the way it scratches
against my skin but never pierces it.
Her father points into her room, and I enter. Her room is silent. Too
silent. A few webs mark the corners of the room, but for the most part
her room has been left untouched.
“We’ll be in the den, should you need us,” her father informs me
before leaving.
I nod as I settle onto her bed. Dust has collected upon it, and I find
myself swiping it away. Some memories come to mind at the memory
of it. Aislynn and I playing with her wooden dolls. Us collecting snow
and trying to pile it into the room. I would have never done such a thing
without her. Her father peeked into the room, telling us to keep it down
and clean up, but she and I laughed and laughed and laughed. Her
father caught onto the game and brought in tons of snow for us to
create snow creatures.
“Aislynn,” I whisper, softly. I lie upon her bed and close my eyes. I
don’t realize I’ve fallen asleep until I hear my name whispered into my
ears. I jolt awake at the sound, worried that I have slept for too long.
But no one has come in. Only a short amount of time has passed.
Maybe I may need to consult a scholar to see if anything like this
has occurred to anyone else before. Has anyone else ever been
haunted by a spirit before? Are there some historic documents on
that? I rise from the bed, the springs creaking against my weight. I rub
my eyes. When I’ve opened them, I see a book upon her nightstand.
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I squint my eyes and pick it up, quickly flipping the pages. I expect it
to be one of her favorite novels, only to find her handwriting within.
I don’t know what to do. Father keeps telling me things will be okay.
But it’s not okay. And I can’t tell anyone about this.
I lift my eyebrows. Is she talking about her plan to kill herself? I turn
to the next page.
He lied to me. I can’t believe he did. I don’t know if I can even trust
anyone after this. Who can I trust? Nobody understands me anyway.
I feel like I can’t say a word without being looked at.
“You can trust me,” I want to tell her, and I instantly feel an urge to
reverse time and dive through the pages to reach out to her past self
jotting this down. But there’s no one to tell it to, and no one has ever
been able to reverse time as far as I know.
I flip on to the next page.
I met mother. She’s beautiful. She’s like me. I don’t feel so alone.
Confused, I turn a few pages back.
I’m not her daughter. His, but not hers. So who am I? I asked, but
they won’t answer.
Nothing else on it, I realize, and so I return to the last page and
continue.
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I’ve changed my mind. She’s still different. Even humans don’t have
powers.
“Human?” I ask quietly. They’re extinct, aren’t they? At least I think
they are. I shift my eyes to another page.
I’ll die if anyone reads this, but I’ve fallen in love with someone, and
it’s not a faerie like my father. It’s a human. Why is my life so cursed
with this confusion?
It seems like confusion to me, too. Humans are extinct. Aren’t they?
Unless she found proof that it’s not true. Is that even possible?
Failing school. Can’t say hello to anyone without worrying they’ll find
out the truth. I’m not one of them. Never will be. Not human either, so
where does that leave me? Lost. Lonely. They’ve become my
companions, all because my father made a terrible mistake.
I want to run away. The boy I love said I could. That father would
understand. But not even he understands me. Not even he
understands the cruelty of the truth sinking deep within me.
I need an escape.
“I’d have preferred you ran away,” I whisper. The wind wails outside
and I turn another page, marked with water stains.
Father read this. I don’t know what to say. I’m crying so hard, I can
barely write this. There is so much shame in being half-human, halfmagical. It’s like you can never be one or the other. You’ll always be
both, yet always so different. No one even gets it. I can’t speak to
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anyone about this, and I’m still crying and don’t know why I can’t be
like others who are so un-emotional or who have no magic. There’s
no joy in being different. You’ll always be too different to fit in
anywhere. Stuck. Maybe it’s not worth it. Maybe love isn’t worth it.
Maybe my life was a mistake. Or an experiment. Which is worse? I’ll
have to stop this strange creature I’ve become the only way I know
how.
“No,” I whisper, flipping through the next pages. Nothing else written.
This was her goodbye to all of us, and I am one of the few to read it.
Now I know the truth. She’s half-human. That’s why she was so
different from the rest of us. Did that give us the warmth we felt
around her? And yet, she didn’t feel that warmth she spread. Instead,
she felt the cold we all feel in our hearts. And then one day... she was
gone. I didn’t see her in class. No one saw her around. A hiking group
found her in the woods, with her blue face buried into the snow.
I didn’t see her then. I only received the news shortly after her body
was found. Classes cancelled. A bustling village quickly turned into a
deathly silent one, where the empty sound rang in my ears so loud
and tears did not prick my eyes. All I heard was silence. All I hear
now... is silence.
I still don’t know what exactly killed her, even though I now know her
motives. She wasn’t like us. She was beautifully different and unique
and even if I don’t usually feel anything, I feel her emptiness. I... I
miss her.
But it’s too late to tell her that.
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